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ABSTRACT

1

Large-scale verification projects using proof assistants typically
contain many proofs that must be checked at each new project
revision. While proof checking can sometimes be parallelized at
the coarse-grained file level to save time, recent changes in some
proof assistant in the LCF family, such as Coq, enable fine-grained
parallelism at the level of proofs. However, these parallel techniques
are not currently integrated with regression proof selection, a technique that checks only the subset of proofs affected by a change. We
present techniques that blend the power of parallel proof checking
and selection to speed up regression proving in verification projects,
suitable for use both on users’ own machines and in workflows
involving continuous integration services. We implemented the
techniques in a tool, piCoq, which supports Coq projects. piCoq
can track dependencies between files, definitions, and lemmas and
perform parallel checking of only those files or proofs affected
by changes between two project revisions. We applied piCoq to
perform regression proving over many revisions of several large
open source projects and measured the proof checking time. While
gains from using proof-level parallelism and file selection can be
considerable, our results indicate that proof-level parallelism and
proof selection is consistently much faster than both sequential
checking from scratch and sequential checking with proof selection.
In particular, 4-way parallelization is up to 28.6 times faster than
the former, and up to 2.8 times faster than the latter.

Many large-scale verification projects rely on proof assistants to
construct and check formal proofs [25]. Representative projects
target critical software domains, e.g., compilers [36], operating
systems [32], file systems [16], and distributed systems [37, 61], or
formalize mathematical theories [10, 28].
Results certified by proof assistants are highly trustworthy, but
establishing properties demands significant time investment by
sophisticated users to guide the proof effort. When such projects
are modified, previously proven properties must be reestablished,
since even small changes can break a critical step in a proof—this
process of regression proving may take anywhere from seconds to
tens of minutes [13], and in extreme cases, several days [30].
Analogously to when building and testing software engineering
projects, productivity suffers in verification projects when regression proving takes an inordinate amount of time. One important
technique for speeding up software builds and tests on commodity
multi-core hardware is parallelization [8, 12, 33]. Due to recent
changes in popular proof assistants in the LCF family, such as
Coq [5] and Isabelle/HOL [57], parallelization of proof checking is
now possible not only at the coarse-grained level of files (via build
systems such as make) but also at the fine-grained level of individual
proofs. As we have argued in previous work [13], a formal proof
of some program property can be viewed as representing many
(possibly an infinite number of) tests. Based on this analogy, coarsegrained parallel proof checking intuitively corresponds to test suite
parallelization at the test class level in Java-like languages, while
fine-grained parallel proof checking corresponds to parallelization
at the test method level.
Coarse-grained parallel proof checking is used in many Coq verification projects, e.g., when building such projects via the OCaml
Package Manager (OPAM) [19, 41]. One important reason for widespread use of coarse-grained parallelism is that proof checking
using proof assistants in the LCF family is deterministic and occurs
in a predictable runtime environment. Additionally, when surveying 260 publicly available Coq projects on GitHub, each with more
than 10k lines of code (LOC), we found that ∼20% of these projects
can also leverage fine-grained parallel proof checking, two years
after support was added to Coq.
Regression proof selection [13], a technique that avoids checking
proofs unaffected by changes as a project evolves, is orthogonal to
parallel proof checking. Unfortunately, at present, regression proof
selection is not integrated with parallel proof checking. This means
that large-scale projects must generally perform regression proving
from scratch, in particular when using (as they often do) continuous integration services (CISs) such as Travis CI [54]. Even with
parallelism using many cores, the resulting long proof checking
time can be a burden to users.
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In this paper, we describe techniques that blend proof checking
parallelization and selection to speed up regression proving in largescale verification projects. As we demonstrate in our evaluation,
these novel techniques are superior to legacy (state-of-the-art) techniques even on users’ own machines, but are particularly effective
when used in CISs. We believe that our techniques can alleviate
the cost to productivity and trust in evolving large-scale verification projects caused by long proof checking times [1], and release
untapped potential in multi-core hardware for regression proving.

proof term
user

logic engine

type checker

subgoals

Figure 1: Coq interactive proof development overview.

2.1

Coq Proof Checking Toolchain

Definitions of functions and propositions processed by Coq are
written in the Gallina language, and reside in files ending in .v. The
Coq batch proof checking (compilation) tool, coqc, takes a .v file as
input and, by default, produces a .vo file as output that contains full
binary representations of processed Gallina constructs, including
proofs. Since files may depend on other files, checking all proofs in
a Coq project requires some form of dependency analysis. The standard coq_makefile tool generates a Makefile which, by default,
calls the coqdep tool for this purpose [53]. coqdep builds a dependency graph for all input .v files based on simple syntactic analysis
of Require commands in files (similar to import statements in
Java), which indicate direct dependency at the file level. When
proof checking is performed via the generated Makefile, the dependency graph is used to process .v files with coqc in some allowed
order. The Makefile also enables timestamp-based incremental regression proving in a Coq project, as well as spawning of parallel
proof-checking processes. Note that such proof-checking parallelism is fundamentally restricted by the file dependency graph; for
example, if this graph is a path (has no branches) there will be no
parallel checking at all.

This paper makes the following contributions:
⋆ Techniques: We propose novel techniques that integrate parallel proof checking and selection to speed up regression proving in
evolving verification projects using proof assistants. Along one
axis, we consider coarse-grained and fine-grained proof checking
parallelism. Along the other axis, we consider selection at both
the file and proof levels, i.e., we check only those files or proofs
that are affected by changes. The result is a taxonomy of regression proving techniques that also includes legacy techniques.
⋆ Tool: We implemented our techniques in a tool, dubbed piCoq,
which supports Coq projects. piCoq relies on a collection of
extensions to the Coq proof checking toolchain, several of which
originate in the iCoq tool [14]. We provide a version of piCoq
on the following URL: http://cozy.ece.utexas.edu/icoq.
⋆ Evaluation: We performed an empirical study to measure the
effectiveness of our regression proving techniques using piCoq.
We used many revisions of several large-scale open source Coq
projects, and measured the proof checking times for our techniques and legacy techniques. Our results show that speedups
can be substantial from adopting proof-level parallelism and file
selection, but that improvements vary significantly across projects, and may even be absent. However, combined proof-level
parallelism and proof selection is consistently much faster than
both sequential checking from scratch (legacy) and sequential
checking with proof selection (iCoq). Specifically, in a CIS environment, we obtain a speedup of up to 28.6× with 4-way finegrained parallelism and proof selection compared to the former,
while the speedup compared to the latter is up to 2.8×.

2

Coq

tactics

2.2

Asynchronous Proof Checking in Coq

Coq version 8.5, the first stable release to include architectural
changes to support a document-oriented interaction model [5], introduced the option to quick-compile .v files to the binary .vio format,
a process which avoids checking (and emitting representations of)
proofs that are indicated as opaque by ending with Qed. Figure 2
illustrates the new .vio proof checking workflow made possible by
Coq’s document-oriented model. Only the type (proposition) of an
opaque lemma, i.e., not the body proof term, can be referenced in
other parts of a Coq development, whence type checking of all such
terms can normally be performed in complete isolation, and thus in
parallel. Specifically, .vio files contain proof-checking tasks, which
can be performed individually by issuing a coqc command referencing the task identifier. A Coq user can depend on more rapidly
produced .vio files in lieu of .vo files in most developments, but
must then assume that all proofs are correct.
Asynchronous proof checking has two important applications in
large-scale Coq projects. First, it enables regression proof selection,
i.e., the possibility of checking only affected proofs after each new
project revision [13, 22]. Second, it enables fine-grained parallel
proof checking that can make better use of commodity multi-core
hardware than file-level parallel checking [5, 57]. Specifically, coqc
includes the option -schedule-vio-checking, which takes as arguments (i) an upper bound on the number of parallel processes,
and (ii) a list of .vio files whose proof tasks to check in parallel.
However, note that there is no way to specify subsets of proof tasks
in files to check in parallel. In contrast to purely Makefile-based task

COQ BACKGROUND

The Coq proof assistant consists of, on the one hand, an implementation of a small and powerful purely functional programming
language, and on the other hand, a system for specifying properties
about programs and proving them. Coq is based on a type theory
called the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [44], where both
programs and propositions about programs are types inhabited
by terms. In effect, this property puts program development and
proving on the same footing for Coq users.
In a typical workflow for a Coq-based project, users interactively
construct tentative proof terms for propositions using operations
called tactics. Propositions are only accepted as proven after Coq’s
type checker has been run successfully on a proof term. Absent
inconsistent axioms and frontend issues, the user need only trust
that the comparatively small type checking kernel is correctly implemented and compiled to trust that proven propositions really
hold. Figure 1 illustrates the interactive proof development process.
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Require Import List. Import ListNotations.

.vio file
.v file

coqc -quick

Lemma remove_preserve : ∀ (A : Type) A_eq_dec (x y : A) xs,
x , y → In y xs → In y (remove A_eq_dec x xs).
Proof.
induction xs; simpl; intros.
- intuition.
- case A_eq_dec; intros.
* apply IHxs; subst; intuition.
* intuition; subst; left; auto.
Qed.

coqc -check-vio-tasks

proof tasks

proof scripts

Figure 2: Coq asynchronous proof checking workflow.
parallelism, which often fails to utilize the requested number of parallel processes throughout proof checking due to file dependency
restrictions, the degree of parallelism for fine-grained checking
depends directly on how checking of individual proofs is scheduled
on the parallel operating system processes.
Coq uses a notion of sections to organize common assumptions
made in a collection of lemmas, say, that equality on a type A is
decidable (A_eq_dec). A lemma may reference one or more such
assumptions, which then become quantified variables that must be
instantiated when the lemma is referenced outside of the section.
However, by default, Coq only determines the used section variables
of a lemma when the end of the section is reached. This means that
the final type (assertion) of the section lemma is not known when
considered in isolation, whence its proof cannot be immediately
checked as an asynchronous task. To get around this problem, Coq
allows section lemmas to be annotated with the assumptions they
use (e.g., Proof using A_eq_dec). The required annotations can
be derived from metadata produced by Coq during compilation of
source files to .vo files [52], and then inserted back into the source
files. In the evaluation of our techniques (Section 6), we used this
approach to automatically add annotations to all revisions of the
projects under study.

Lemma in_remove : ∀ (A : Type) A_eq_dec (x y : A) xs,
In y (remove A_eq_dec x xs) → In y xs.
Proof.
induction xs; simpl; intros; auto.
destruct A_eq_dec; simpl in *; intuition.
Qed.
ListUtil.v
Require Import List ListUtil. Import ListNotations.
Fixpoint dedup (A : Type) A_eq_dec (xs : list A) : list A :=
match xs with
| [] ⇒ []
| x :: xs ⇒
if in_dec A_eq_dec x xs then dedup A A_eq_dec xs
else x :: dedup A A_eq_dec xs
end.
Lemma remove_dedup : ∀ A A_eq_dec (x : A) xs,
remove A_eq_dec x (dedup A A_eq_dec xs) =
dedup A A_eq_dec (remove A_eq_dec x xs).
Proof.
induction xs; intros; auto; simpl.
repeat (try case in_dec; try case A_eq_dec; simpl; intuition);
auto using f_equal.
- exfalso. apply n0. apply remove_preserve; auto.
- exfalso. apply n. apply in_remove in i; intuition.
Qed.
Dedup.v

2.3

iCoq and Regression Proof Selection

Require Import List ListUtil. Import ListNotations.

iCoq is a tool for (sequential) regression proof selection in Coq [13,
14]. iCoq tracks dependencies among both files and proofs in order to check only those proofs affected by changes to a project,
potentially saving significant time in comparison to checking everything from scratch. iCoq processes Coq projects in three phases
(each similar to the corresponding phase in regression test selection tools [26, 43, 47]): analysis, proof checking, and dependency
collection. In the analysis phase, iCoq detects files and proofs that
are affected by changes made since the last run of iCoq. In the
proof checking phase, iCoq uses Coq’s toolchain for asynchronous
processing to check the proofs selected in the analysis phase (but
not other proofs). Finally, in the collection phase, iCoq obtains the
new dependencies that will be used in the next run of the analysis.

3

Fixpoint remove_all A A_eq_dec (to_delete l : list A) : list A :=
match to_delete with
| [] ⇒ l
| d :: ds ⇒ remove_all A A_eq_dec ds (remove A_eq_dec d l)
end.
Lemma remove_all_in : ∀ A A_eq_dec ds l x,
In x (remove_all A A_eq_dec ds l) → In x l.
Proof.
induction ds; simpl; intros; intuition.
eauto using in_remove.
Qed.
Lemma remove_all_preserve : ∀ A A_eq_dec ds l x,
¬ In x ds → In x l → In x (remove_all A A_eq_dec ds l).
Proof.
induction ds; simpl; intros; intuition auto using remove_preserve.
Qed.
RemoveAll.v

RUNNING EXAMPLE

We use the small Coq library of list functions and lemmas shown
in Figure 3 to illustrate our techniques; code is extracted from
the StructTact project [51]. The Coq standard library contains a
function remove that, when given a decision procedure for equality
for a type A, removes a single element from a list of that type. The
file ListUtil.v contains two lemmas about the remove function.
Dedup.v defines a function dedup that omits any duplicates from
the argument list, and a lemma about this function. RemoveAll.v
defines a function remove_all that removes all elements identical
to the given element from a list, and two lemmas about this function.

Figure 3: Example Coq project.
As indicated by the Require commands and by direct references
inside proof scripts in Dedup.v and RemoveAll.v, the proofs of
lemmas in these files depend on lemmas in ListUtil.v. For example, the proof of the lemma remove_all_in in RemoveAll.v
depends on the lemma in_remove in ListUtil.v. Figure 4 shows
both the file-level and proof-level dependencies of the project. File
dependencies are illustrated by solid line arrows, and dependencies among definitions, lemmas, and proofs by dashed arrows. As
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ListUtil.v
remove_preserve

dedup

remove_dedup

Table 1: Modes for Regression Proving in Coq.
in_remove

remove_all_preserve
remove_all

Dedup.v

Parallelization

Selection

Granularity

None

Files

Proofs

File level
Proof level

f·none
p·none

f·file
p·file

n/a
p·icoq

remove_all_in

Table 2: f·none Mode for Coq Project in Figure 3; Same-Phase
Tasks Can Run in Parallel.

RemoveAll.v

Figure 4: Dependencies in the Coq project in Figure 3.

Phase
Lemma in_remove : ∀ (A : Type) A_eq_dec (x y : A) xs,
In x (remove A_eq_dec y xs) → In x xs.
Proof.
induction ys; simpl; intros; auto.
destruct A_eq_dec; simpl in *; intuition.
Qed.

4

Figure 5: Revised version of lemma in_remove in the file
ListUtil.v in Figure 3, with changed line highlighted.

Task

Definitions and Lemmas

1

ListUtil.vo

remove_preserve, in_remove

2
2

Dedup.vo
dedup, remove_dedup
RemoveAll.vo remove_all, remove_all_in, remove_all_preserve

TECHNIQUES

This section describes our taxonomy of regression proving techniques, which includes both legacy techniques and our proposed
novel techniques. To concretize the presentation, we describe the
techniques as proof checking modes for Coq, as defined in Table 1.
A fundamental choice when checking Coq proofs is whether to
use default compilation or quick-compilation of source files. Opting for default compilation means that all proof-checking must
be performed top-down according to the file-level dependency
graph, which also restricts the (file-level) parallelism according to
this graph. With default compilation, a user can either perform
no selection (f·none), i.e., check the whole project from scratch, or
coarse-grained file-level selection (f·file), where only proofs in files
affected by actual changes are checked. With quick-compilation,
the previous two forms of selection (p·none and p·file) are complemented by fine-grained proof-level selection, where only individual
proofs affected by changes are checked (p·icoq).
We consider two execution environments for each proof checking mode: CI-Env and LO-Env. CI-Env describes an environment
that uses a Continuous Integration Service (CIS) [31], e.g., Travis CI,
to check proofs. Note that a CIS checks proofs in a clean environment for each revision. LO-Env describes an environment where
developers use their local machines to check proofs. Note that file
timestamps and generated files, not present in version control, are
preserved in LO-Env, but not in CI-Env.
We next describe the details of each mode and discuss variants
of each mode for CI-Env and LO-Env.

Fixpoint dedup (A : Type) A_eq_dec (xs : list A) : list A :=
match xs with
| [] ⇒ []
| x :: xs ⇒
let tail := dedup A A_eq_dec xs in
if in_dec A_eq_dec x xs then tail else x :: tail
end.

Figure 6: Revised version of function dedup in the file
Dedup.v in Figure 3, with changed lines highlighted.

indicated in the figure, the proofs of lemmas in both Dedup.v and
RemoveAll.v depend on the utility lemmas in ListUtil.v, but not
all of the former depend on all of the latter. Nevertheless, the default
Coq proof-checking toolchain checks all proofs and writes .vo files
whenever a change is made to some utility lemma in ListUtil.v.
In contrast, the asynchronous proof-checking toolchain, complemented by a tool such as iCoq, allows avoiding many instances of
proof checking when making changes to ListUtil.v. For example,
suppose the maintainers of the project change the definition of the
lemma in_remove to the one in Figure 5 where variables x and y
are swapped (highlighted). To ensure that all previously proven
properties in the library hold, the proofs of remove_dedup and
remove_all_in both need to be checked in addition to in_remove.
To perform these tasks, we first compile the .v files to .vio files
(which elides checking of all lemmas ending in Qed). Then, we issue individual proof-checking commands separately for the three
lemmas, which reveals that their proofs can be reestablished.
As another example, consider the proposed change (highlighted)
to the dedup function in Figure 6. Intuitively, the change only removes some code duplication by using a let expression to encapsulate the recursive call, i.e., the meaning of the function is preserved.
Since this change only affects Dedup.v, this is the only file that
we need to recompile to a .vo file when relying on the default
toolchain (assuming a recent ListUtil.vo file is available). With
the asynchronous proof-checking toolchain, we need to recompile
Dedup.v to a .vio file, and then issue a proof checking command
for the lemma remove_dedup.

f·none: This legacy mode embodies the approach used in the default
Coq proof-checking toolchain with coq_makefile. Since all files
are fully checked for every revision, there is no difference between
running this mode in LO-Env and CI-Env. Many large-scale projects
on GitHub use this mode in their Travis CI jobs, e.g., Verdi [61];
we therefore used it as the CIS baseline when investigating the
speedup from sequential proof selection using iCoq [13].
On one hand, this mode has no overhead from proof checking
task management and tracking dependencies across revisions. On
the other hand, parallelism is restricted by the file dependency
graph, and there is overhead from writing (possibly large) .vo files
to disk. Table 2 illustrates how parallel checking can be performed
using the f·none mode for the example project in Figure 3.
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Table 3: p·none Mode for Coq Project in Figure 3; Same-Phase
Tasks Can Run in Parallel and Proof Tasks (to be Run in a
Later Phase) are in Bold.
Phase

Task

Definitions and Lemmas

1

ListUtil.vio

remove_preserve, in_remove

2
2

Dedup.vio
dedup, remove_dedup
RemoveAll.vio remove_all, remove_all_in, remove_all_preserve

3
3
3
3
3

checking
checking
checking
checking
checking
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file dep.
graph

Analysis

Checking

Collection

compilation
commands

proof
dependencies

new dep.
graphs

proofchecking
commands

storage

.v files

.vio files

proof dep.
graph

remove_preserve
in_remove
remove_dedup
remove_all_in
remove_all_preserve

affected
proofs

Figure 7: p·icoq workflow/phases with 4-way parallelism.
Table 4: p·icoq Mode for Change in Figure 5 to Project in
Figure 3; Same-Phase Tasks Can Run in Parallel, and Proof
Tasks (to be Run in a Later Phase) are in Bold.

p·none: This legacy mode embodies the approach used in the asynchronous proof-checking toolchain introduced by Barras et al. [5].
As in f·none, which is the closest comparable alternative, there is
no difference between running the mode in LO-Env and CI-Env. Although coq_makefile generates tasks to use this mode, we found
that ∼20% of 260 projects on GitHub that we analyzed (with more
than 10k LOC each) can use p·none properly without modification.
The reason for this percentage not being higher is the requirement
to annotate proofs inside sections, as explained in Section 2.
On one hand, proof checking in p·none is not restricted by the
file dependency graph, and there is no overhead from writing proof
terms to disk or tracking dependencies across revisions. On the
other hand, this mode requires .vio file compilation of (annotated)
.v files according to the file dependency graph, and has overhead
from managing individual proof checking tasks. Table 3 illustrates
the maximum possible parallelism of this mode for the project
in Figure 3. In the table, lemmas whose proofs are exempt from
checking in a task are marked in bold. Note that the possible degree
of parallelism is greater than for f·none due to isolated checking of
proofs. The degree of parallelism can be adjusted downwards by
moving proofs from one checking task to another.

Phase

Task

Definitions and Lemmas

1

ListUtil.vio

remove_preserve, in_remove

2
2

Dedup.vio
dedup, remove_dedup
RemoveAll.vio remove_all, remove_all_in, remove_all_preserve

3
3
3

checking
checking
checking

in_remove
remove_dedup
remove_all_in

p·file: This novel mode adds file-level selection to p·none, using
the same analysis of file changes and file dependencies as in f·file.
Consequently, p·file has overhead both from maintaining a file
dependency graph and for management of proof-checking tasks,
but is not restricted by file dependency graph for proof-checking
parallelization. After determining and quick-compiling the necessary files (using file checksums), the mode uses the coqc command
-schedule-vio-checking described in Section 2.2. Running this
command will typically check many unaffected proofs needlessly.
However, p·file does not write proof terms to disk.
Suppose we are working with the project in Figure 3 and perform
the change indicated in Figure 5. In p·file for both LO-Env and
CI-Env, regression proving would then entail recompiling all .v
files to .vio files and then reestablishing all lemmas in all .vio files,
via the same parallelism as in Table 3. If we instead perform the
change in Figure 6, p·file in LO-Env entails recompiling Dedup.v
into Dedup.vio, and then checking all proof tasks in that file, i.e.,
checking remove_dedup asynchronously. p·file in CI-Env needs
to compile both ListUtil.v and Dedup.v into .vio files, but runs
the same coqc command to check remove_dedup.

f·file: This novel mode adds file-level selection to f·none by only
compiling affected .v files to .vo files between revisions, with
directly modified files determined by comparing current file checksums to previous checksums. As such, f·file suffers from the
overhead of maintaining a file dependency graph using coqdep,
but not from managing proof-checking tasks. In LO-Env, this mode
corresponds to the baseline we compared sequential proof selection
against in previous work using iCoq [13], which modeled developers incrementally checking projects on their local machines. In
CI-Env, dependency graph and file checksum metadata must be
explicitly persisted. Moreover, additional .vo files (those on which
modified files depend) may have to be compiled in CI-Env compared to LO-Env for the same change to a project, since previously
compiled .vo files are not available. Same as for f·none, the degree
of parallelism is restricted by project file dependencies, and all proof
terms in selected files are written to disk.
Suppose we are working with the project in Figure 3 and perform
the change indicated in Figure 5. In f·file for both LO-Env and CIEnv, regression proving would then entail (re)compiling all .v files
to .vo files, with parallelism as in Table 2. If we instead perform the
change in Figure 6, f·file in LO-Env only recompiles Dedup.v into
Dedup.vo, without any possibility of parallelism. In CI-Env, both
ListUtil.v and Dedup.v are compiled into .vo files (sequentially).

p·icoq: This novel mode, which is the most sophisticated one in our
taxonomy, combines fine-grained parallelism with proof selection,
and corresponds to iCoq [13] when used sequentially (i.e., with
one proof-checking process). The mode incurs overhead both from
proof task management and from tracking of proof-level dependencies. However, it features proof checking parallelism unrestricted
by file dependencies and can elide checking unaffected proofs regardless of their location in a file. Moreover, no proof terms are
written to disk. In both LO-Env and CI-Env, p·icoq relies on file
checksumming to first locate changed files, which are then subject
to more detailed impact analysis at the level of proofs. Figure 7
illustrates the workflow for p·icoq in the case of four parallel jobs
for quick-compilation and fine-grained proof checking.
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Table 5: Projects Used in the Evaluation.
Project

URL

Coquelicot
Finmap
Flocq
Fomegac
Surface Effects
Verdi
P

https://scm.gforge.inria.fr/anonscm/git/coquelicot/coquelicot
https://github.com/math-comp/finmap
https://scm.gforge.inria.fr/anonscm/git/flocq/flocq
https://github.com/skeuchel/fomegac
https://github.com/esmifro/surfaceeffects
https://github.com/uwplse/verdi

Avg.

n/a
n/a

#Revs.

#Files

#Proof Tasks

24
23
23
14
24
24

29
4
40
13
15
222

1660
959
943
156
289
2756

137112
22852.00

132
22.00

323
53.83

6763
1127.16

RQ2: How effective, in terms of proof checking time, is fine-grained
parallel regression proving (proof-level parallelism) without any
selection, i.e., p·none?
RQ3: How effective, in terms of proof checking time, is coarsegrained parallel regression proving with selection at the level of
files using piCoq, in CISs and on developers’ own machines, i.e.,
f·file in CI-Env and LO-Env?
RQ4: How effective, in terms of proof checking time, is fine-grained
parallel regression proving with selection at the level of files using
piCoq, in CISs and on developers’ own machines, i.e., p·file in
CI-Env and LO-Env?
RQ5: How effective, in terms of proof checking time, is fine-grained
parallel regression proving with selection at both the level of files
and individual proofs using piCoq, in CISs and on developers’ own
machines, i.e., p·icoq in CI-Env in LO-Env?

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the modes described in Section 4 in a tool dubbed
piCoq, written in OCaml, Java, and bash. Since Coq developments
are not upwards or downwards compatible in general, we target
Coq version 8.5 to support the largest range of project revision histories susceptible to asynchronous proof checking and fine-grained
parallelism; we expect no fundamental issues with supporting the
latest (8.8) and future Coq versions.
We extended coqc (the official Coq compiler) with the new option -schedule-vio-task-depends-checking. As first argument,
it takes an upper bound on the number of parallel processes, and
then a list of proof task definitions (pairs of .vio file names and task
identifiers). coqc with -schedule-vio-task-depends-checking
performs parallel proof checking of all indicated tasks in the same
way as the official -schedule-vio-checking option (which only
takes whole files as arguments), but also outputs the dependencies
of each processed proof individually. This dependency data can
then be used by piCoq to select affected proofs in the next revision.
We rely on the same Coq plugins and extensions as iCoq [13, 14],
adapted for parallel checking. We also use the graph-based analysis
from iCoq to find affected files and proofs across revisions, which
is similar to the approach used in build systems such as Bazel [6]
and CloudMake [21]. We use Java’s task executor facilities [27] for
parallel compilation of .vo and .vio files via coqc commands.

6

LOC
38260
5661
24786
2637
9621
56147

n/a
n/a

Suppose we are working with the project in Figure 3 and perform the change indicated in Figure 5. In p·icoq for both LOEnv and CI-Env, regression proving would first entail recompiling all .v files to .vio files, and then proving asynchronously
in_remove, remove_dedup, and remove_all_in (skipping the unaffected remove_preserve and remove_all_preserve). Parallelism
for this case is illustrated in Table 4. If we instead perform the
change in Figure 6, p·icoq in LO-Env entails recompiling Dedup.v
into Dedup.vio, and then checking remove_dedup asynchronously.
In contrast, CI-Env regression proving requires quick-compiling
both ListUtil.v and Dedup.v, and then checking remove_dedup.

5

SHA
680ca587
baec7ba0
4161c990
7a654d7c
3450e4b7
15be6f61

We run all experiments on a 4-core Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @
3.40GHz machine with 16GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 17.04. We
limit the number of parallel processes to be at or below the number
of physical cores; this avoids the problem of drawing clear conclusions about speedups when using virtual cores (hyper-threading).

6.1

Verification Projects Under Study

Table 5 shows the list of Coq projects used in our study; all projects are publicly available. We selected projects based on (a) public
availability of their revision history during principal development,
(b) compatibility of their revision history with Coq version 8.5,
(c) their size and popularity, and (d) tractability of their build process; the latter was necessary for a successful experimental setup.
For each project, we show the name, the repository URL, the last
revision/SHA we used for our experiments, and the number of lines
of Coq code (LOC) for the last revision, as reported by cloc [18].
Note that since Coq projects have different development paces and
added support for Coq 8.5 at different points in time, our revision
ranges are not all from the same time period.
Coquelicot: Coquelicot is a library for real number analysis [10],
containing results about limits, derivatives, integrals, etc.
Finmap: Finmap is a library of definitions and results about finite
sets and finite maps [17], based on the Mathematical Components
library [20, 29].
Flocq: Flocq is a library that formalizes floating-point arithmetic
in several representations [11], e.g., as described in the IEEE-754
standard. Flocq is used in the CompCert verified C compiler to
reason about programs which use floating-point operations [9].

EVALUATION

To assess the efficacy of our proposed techniques on large, evolving
verification projects, we answer the following research questions:
RQ1: How effective, in terms of proof checking time, is coarsegrained parallel regression proving (file-level parallelism) without
any selection, i.e., f·none?
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Require: P a project under study
Require: κ the number of revisions
Require: ε a development environment
Require: η range of number of parallel jobs
1: procedure ExperimentProcedure(P, κ, η, ε)
2:
Clone(P.url)
3:
for all ι ∈ {1, . . . , η} do
4:
for all ρ ∈ LatestRevisions(κ, P) do
5:
Checkout(ρ)
6:
Configure(P, ε, ι)
7:
SelectAndCheck(P)
8:
end for
9:
end for
10: end procedure

proofs; we report the former in this paper and use the latter to
check correctness of our experiments.
It is important to observe that some piCoq modes require persisting dependency metadata files between each revision. One way
to do this in a CIS is to use built-in caching facilities [49]. Since the
dependency data is small, we do not associate any overhead with
persisting these files, even in CI-Env.

6.4

Fomegac: This project contains a formalization of a version of the
formal system F ω and the corresponding metatheory, such as type
safety results [23].
Surface Effects: This project formalizes a functional programming
language of “surface effects” with operations on mutable state [46],
including its operational semantics and metatheory (typability, effect soundness and correctness).
Verdi and Verdi Raft: Verdi is a framework for verification of
implementations of distributed systems [60]. While the framework
is not currently tied to any one particular verification project, it
was initially bundled with a verified implementation of the Raft
distributed consensus protocol [61]. Each revision comprises over
50k LOC, making Verdi one of the largest publicly available software
verification projects.

RQ1: For Verdi in f·none, going from sequential to 4-way parallel
coarse-grained checking jobs brings a speedup of 3.3×. The same
speedups for Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 1.5×, 1.2×, 1.7×, 1.1×, and 1.0×, respectively. These latter
modest improvements may be due to restrictions in project file
dependency graphs; yet, having two parallel jobs nearly always
gives a sizable speedup compared to sequential checking.
RQ2: For Verdi in p·none, going from sequential to 4-way parallel
fine-grained checking brings a speedup of 3.2×. The same speedups
for Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 2.0×,
1.8×, 2.0×, 1.5×, and 2.2×, respectively, indicating greater potential
for improvements per core than f·none. Speedups compared to
4-way parallelism via f·none are noteworthy for some projects, e.g.,
Fomegac (1.4×) and Surface Effects (2.2×). However, Finmap and
Flocq are consistently slower to check with p·none than f·none;
this may be due to both projects having many short-running proofs.

Variables

We manipulate three independent variables in our experiments:
proof checking mode, development environment, and (maximum)
number of parallel jobs. The proof checking modes and environments are as described in Section 4. The number of parallel jobs
ranges from 1 to 4. As a dependent variable we consider only the
proof checking time.

6.3

Results

We illustrate some of the data collected with our procedure in
Figure 9. The plots (for Coquelicot and Fomegac) show, for every
revision of the projects, the proof checking time in all modes when
using 4 cores; we do not show similar plots for other projects due
to space limitations.
Table 6 lists the total proof checking times for all projects and
modes. The first column shows the name of the project, and the
second column shows the name of the mode. Columns three to six
show the results for each number of parallel jobs. Recall that parallel
checking does not necessarily use all available parallel processes
all the time, since tasks may depend on other tasks.

Figure 8: Experiment procedure.
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RQ3: For Verdi in f·file-CI, going from sequential to 4-way parallel coarse-grained checking brings a speedup of 3.0×. The same
speedups for Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 1.5×, 1.0×, 1.7×, 1.0×, and 1.0×, respectively. The corresponding speedups in LO-Env are essentially the same for most projects. Compared to f·none with 4-way parallelization, the speedup
for Verdi in CI-Env is 4.3×. The same speedups for Coquelicot,
Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 1.1×, 2.0×, 2.3×,
1.2×, and 1.0×, respectively. This indicates that f·file can be an
improvement over f·none in CISs.

Experiment Procedure

Figure 8 shows our experiment procedure for collecting the data
necessary to answer our research questions. The inputs to the procedure include one of the projects used in the study, number of
revisions to use in the experiment, a development environment,
and a range of number of parallel jobs. In the initial step (line 2),
the procedure clones the project repository from the URL in Table 5.
Next, the procedure iterates over the range of parallel jobs, starting from one, until the upper bound η is reached. For a particular
number of parallel jobs, the procedure iterates over κ revisions,
from the oldest to the newest revision. In each iteration of the inner
loop, the procedure (a) obtains a copy of the project for the current revision (line 5), (b) configures the project (in preparation for
proof checking), and (c) selects proofs or files that are affected by
changes and checks them. While executing the procedure, we log
the time for each step of the procedure and the number of executed

RQ4: For Verdi in p·file-CI, going from sequential to 4-way parallel coarse-grained checking brings a speedup of 3.2×. The same
speedups for Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 1.8×, 2.3×, 1.9×, 1.5×, and 2.0×, respectively. LO-Env gives
essentially similar speedups. Compared to p·none with 4-way parallelization, the speedup for Verdi in CI-Env is 4.7×. The same
speedups for Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 1.5×, 3.7×, 2.5×, 1.3×, and 1.0×, respectively.
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Figure 9: Comparison of proof checking times for different modes across revisions of Coquelicot (left) and Fomegac (right).
The plots show the proof checking time using four parallel jobs.
RQ5: For Verdi in p·icoq-CI, going from sequential (iCoq) to 4way parallelism gives a speedup of 2.8×. The same speedups for
Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq, Fomegac, and Surface Effects are 1.5×,
1.6×, 1.6×, 1.4×, and 1.8×, respectively. Compared to other modes,
this mode gives the lowest proof checking times for nearly all projects, both in LO-Env and CI-Env. Compared to p·file-CI, which is
arguably the most reasonable comparison, p·icoq-CI with 4-way
parallelization gives speedups for Verdi, Coquelicot, Finmap, Flocq,
Fomegac, and Surface Effects of 1.8×, 1.6×, 1.3×, 1.2×, 1.1×, and
1.6×, respectively. The speedup for Verdi in p·icoq-CI with 4-way
parallelization compared to sequential f·none is notable: 28.6×.

choice of mode may also depend on the number of available cores
in CI-Env. As shown by the f·none results for Coquelicot, there
may be a breaking point where no further number of jobs and cores
decrease coarse-grained proof checking time (but two jobs/cores
generally give a large improvement up from just one). In contrast,
p·none (and therefore p·file) can continue to improve with additional cores where f·none cannot, but with diminishing marginal
returns. The unusual organization of Verdi definitions and proofs
into many different files based on type classes and their instances
appears to be highly conducive to parallel compilation of files, in a
way similar to how module abstraction (functorization) facilitates
separate compilation in functional languages [2, 35].

7

Support for generic definitions: Sozeau and Tabareau introduced
support for generic Coq definitions that can be used across universes
of types [48]. However, Coq’s toolchain for asynchronous proof processing ignores universe constraints, since such constraints must
be checked for consistency at the global level [52]. This precludes
safe use of the modes using fine-grained parallel proof-checking
(Section 4) in projects that make heavy use of universe polymorphism. One way to address this problem is to leverage the coqc
option -vio2vo, which produces .vo files from argument-passed
.vio files, by asynchronously building the proofs for all proof tasks
(possibly in parallel). Once the .vo files are produced, they can
be loaded into Coq to evaluate universe consistency globally [52].
This approach enables fine-grained parallel proof checking with
file selection, but proof selection remains out of reach.

DISCUSSION

Regression proof mode choices: As shown by our results, different modes have widely varying effects on the proof-checking time
for different projects. For example, most projects see small or no
improvement when switching from f·none to p·none, while Verdi
shows improvement even for only one job. We believe the efficacy
of fine-grained parallel checking is directly related to the frequency
of long-running proofs in a project, which is relatively high in
Verdi, as indicated, e.g., by the number of proof script lines (around
30k). Long-running proofs may allow for fine-grained parallelism
to overcome its inherent overhead from task management.
Another consideration when adopting piCoq for a Coq project is
trust in the toolchain. Even though a developer may trust the Coq
proof checker, regression proving tools like piCoq add several additional layers on top of this checker to trust. Yet, f·file and p·file,
which essentially only rely on file checksumming and coqdep for
extracting information from .v files, require less trust than p·icoq,
which performs complex analysis of Coq files via plugins. On the
other hand, users may opt for quicker feedback using p·icoq while
still running f·file or p·file later for higher assurance.
When choosing between f·file and p·file, a key factor is the
file dependency graph of the project. A low number of files itself
implies restrictions, but even with many files, dependencies may
force certain restricted orders for compilation of .vo files; this is
particularly apparent for Surface Effects, but also for Coquelicot.
Such projects may opt for p·file despite its higher overhead. The

8

THREATS TO VALIDITY

External: Our results may not generalize to all Coq projects. To
mitigate this threat, we selected projects that vary in size, number
of files, number of proofs, and proof checking time.
Our experiments are executed on a single hardware platform and
may not be reproducible. To mitigate this threat, we ran a subset of
experiments on our local machines. Although the absolute numbers
are not the same as those reported in Section 6, proof checking time
ratios among our developed techniques remained the same.
We used up to 24 revisions per project. The results may differ for
different windows of revisions or longer histories. We selected the
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Table 6: Total Execution Time in Seconds for All Modes and Projects for Different Number of Jobs.
Project

Mode

Time [jobs=1]

Time [jobs=2]

Time [jobs=3]

Time [jobs=4]

Coquelicot

f·none
p·none
f·file-LO
p·file-LO
p·icoq-LO
f·file-CI
p·file-CI
p·icoq-CI

1807.49
2319.39
1043.01
1221.63
552.05
1587.52
1405.10
732.60

1226.33
1400.08
745.41
814.89
407.84
1086.38
885.67
528.78

1186.49
1260.69
724.32
747.11
396.55
1049.53
802.13
505.49

1187.29
1150.87
725.55
708.50
384.43
1051.73
786.88
479.79

Finmap

f·none
p·none
f·file-LO
p·file-LO
p·icoq-LO
f·file-CI
p·file-CI
p·icoq-CI

646.77
1377.30
236.77
459.30
227.31
279.04
473.59
258.72

549.91
800.71
232.74
334.14
179.55
274.72
346.19
191.73

549.50
766.60
232.64
225.59
153.42
274.09
234.34
164.81

549.62
758.22
232.08
196.15
148.11
274.29
205.13
159.54

Flocq

f·none
p·none
f·file-LO
p·file-LO
p·icoq-LO
f·file-CI
p·file-CI
p·icoq-CI

892.54
1173.08
319.22
390.66
274.63
370.22
430.79
320.37

525.44
702.60
197.82
244.64
194.55
230.27
260.61
216.64

516.65
614.19
190.47
227.00
183.71
223.21
233.30
206.25

512.46
579.45
189.68
216.38
175.62
221.15
231.80
196.08

Fomegac

f·none
p·none
f·file-LO
p·file-LO
p·icoq-LO
f·file-CI
p·file-CI
p·icoq-CI

278.31
293.33
171.80
176.15
153.69
228.11
210.82
188.18

261.13
222.66
165.41
135.29
121.88
220.48
168.78
155.84

261.37
199.18
165.32
117.64
109.95
220.31
151.20
142.80

261.66
191.88
165.44
109.17
101.33
220.50
142.48
134.75

Surface Effects

f·none
p·none
f·file-LO
p·file-LO
p·icoq-LO
f·file-CI
p·file-CI
p·icoq-CI

8712.55
8465.24
7820.60
7599.11
3669.35
8714.85
7695.15
4116.04

8633.68
4863.77
7796.43
4408.28
2288.69
8652.68
4595.89
2723.55

8627.13
4067.83
7781.69
3432.82
2033.12
8651.51
4047.15
2404.59

8629.28
3902.42
7787.54
3237.19
2014.79
8656.17
3769.91
2351.96

Verdi

f·none
p·none
f·file-LO
p·file-LO
p·icoq-LO
f·file-CI
p·file-CI
p·icoq-CI

35713.55
33032.34
7405.04
6917.62
3339.82
7577.00
7040.39
3542.08

19157.52
17675.38
4009.03
3633.05
1866.04
4127.27
3781.12
1990.56

13449.78
12692.18
3007.21
2564.76
1370.73
3059.70
2704.12
1478.36

10947.00
10275.42
2473.82
2059.44
1160.28
2536.91
2203.67
1247.65
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latest revisions of each project that could be built with Coq version
8.5 (the version supported by the implementation of iCoq, which
piCoq extends). Although several projects have long histories, we
faced issues similar to those frequently faced when building projects
written in other languages [55], e.g., code that cannot be compiled.

Support for parallelism in construction and checking of proofs
to exploit multi-core hardware has been studied previously in several proof assistants, notably Isabelle [57] and ACL2 [45]. Isabelle
leverages the support for threads in its “host” compiler, Poly/ML, to
spawn proof checking tasks processed by parallel workers. Using a
notion of proof promises, proofs that require previous unfinished result can proceed normally and become finalized when extant tasks
terminate. Isabelle also includes a build system with integrated support for checking of proofs and management of parallel workers.
ACL2 uses the support for thread-based parallelism in LISP systems
to, e.g., perform parallel proof discovery and fine-grained proof
case checking. The lack of native threads in Coq’s host language,
OCaml, prevents similar low-cost fine-grained parallelism [57].
Our approach to proof selection builds closely on previous work
on iCoq [13, 14] which, however, did not consider any form of
parallelism and only selection of individual proofs—not of files.
Wenzel [59] describes how to scale Isabelle for batch processing of
long-running large proofs using both parallelism and other features.
In many Coq projects, the default build process is via a Makefile
that sometimes supports file-level parallelism. When projects are
packaged via OPAM [19, 41], this parallelism is typically exposed
and is leveraged whenever a user installs the package. piCoq offers
similar parallelism both in LO-Env and CI-Env, and in contrast
to OPAM, supports incremental checking of projects. In addition,
piCoq exposes fine-grained parallel proof checking.
Barras et al. [5] investigated the speedup of fine-grained parallel proof checking compared to coarse-grained file-based proof
checking for a single Coq project when building one revision from
scratch. piCoq combines their approach with several forms of selection in regression proving, and we evaluate speedups for a wide
range of projects with many revisions.

Internal: Our implementation of piCoq, as well as our evaluation
infrastructure, may contain bugs. To mitigate this, we tested it on
changes to small example projects where the expected regression
proving outcome was easy to check manually.
The mode for checking that relies on proof selection (p·icoq) is
subject to the same limitations as iCoq, e.g., with respect to tactic
language dependencies and parameterized modules (functors). To
trust the results of p·icoq, a user must trust Coq’s asynchronous
proof-checking toolchain as well as the iCoq technique and its
implementation in terms of Coq plugins, extensions to coqc, and
the iCoq proof-level dependency graph analysis.
Construct: We implemented parallel regression proving with selection only for a single proof assistant. Although our techniques
and taxonomy should be applicable to other proof assistants (e.g.,
Isabelle/HOL [40]), future work should confirm the applicability.

9

RELATED WORK

Candido et al. [12] investigated the prevalence of test suite parallelization in open-source Java projects, and found that uncertainty
about outcomes (e.g., due to flaky tests [7, 8, 38, 39]) sometimes
prevented adoption. In contrast to a unit test, whether a proposed
proof passes or fails checking is deterministic. Gambi et al. [24] introduced a tool, named CUT, for automatic cloud-based unit testing.
They also introduced a tool named O!Snap for generating test plans
to optimize cloud-based test execution. Chakraborty and Shah [15]
proposed an approach to derive a test execution plan, based on available resources and test dependencies. Unlike work on distributing
test execution, piCoq combines proof selection and parallelization
on a single machine. Distributing proof checking is an interesting
future direction.
Regression proof selection was inspired by regression test selection (RTS) techniques [43, 47, 62]. Although initial work on RTS
was mostly focused on fine-grained dependencies (e.g., statements,
basic blocks, and methods) [47, 50, 63], recent work has shown that
coarse-grained dependencies (e.g., files and classes) may provide
more savings in terms of end-to-end execution time (due to a lightweight program analysis) [26, 34, 42]. Interestingly, and opposite
to findings for RTS, we find that fine-grained proof selection and
parallelization provides the most savings for proof checking; combining coarse-grained and fine-grained selection for proof checking
is a future direction.
Coq’s 1970s precursor LCF was based on synchronous, sequential interaction between a user and the proof tool [58]. This legacy is
reflected in Coq’s read-eval-print loop, and by extension, in the topdown interaction with Coq files in classic interfaces such as Proof
General [3]. Architectural changes in Isabelle towards a documentoriented asynchronous interaction model were pioneered by Wenzel [58]. Efforts to bring asynchronous interaction to Coq were
initiated by Wenzel [56] and Barras et al. [4], resulting in a new
Isabelle-inspired document-oriented interaction model and support
for asynchronous proof processing in Coq 8.5 [5].

10

CONCLUSION

We presented a taxonomy comprising both state-of-the-art and
novel techniques for parallel, incremental regression proving in
large-scale verification projects, and their implementation for the
Coq proof assistant in the tool piCoq. In particular, piCoq is suitable for use in continuous integration systems running on multicore hardware to quickly verify a project or find failing proofs. By
tracking dependencies, piCoq can avoid checking unaffected files
or proofs as changes are made, and check the remaining affected
proofs in parallel.
Our evaluation shows that switching from sequential checking in
a CIS environment (commonly using Travis CI) to 4-way proof-level
parallelization and proof selection with piCoq can lead to speedups
of up to 28.6×. Compared to previous work on sequential proof
checking with proof selection in a CIS environment with iCoq,
4-way proof-level parallelization using piCoq yields speedups of
up to 2.8×. These results indicate the potential of our techniques
and piCoq to increase the productivity of proof engineers.
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